TRUSPREAD

DSM

Pre-blended mortar at the press of a button
TRUSPREAD DSM is the ideal solution for housing and commercial applications alike, where quality, consistency and convenience is essential.

At the press of a button the dry pre-blended mortar is mixed with water delivering instant, workable mortar with the same consistency over and over again.

**CONSISTENT STRENGTH AND WORKABILITY**
High quality constituent materials are used to produce the perfect dry mix mortar under rigorous factory quality controlled conditions.

**CHOICE OF COLOUR**
Coloured mortar can make an enormous permanent difference to a building for a very small additional cost. With over 50 shades to choose from and factory produced, we will supply the same colour batch after batch.

**FLEXIBILITY**
Easily adjust water content to compensate for the conditions you are working in or the bricks and blocks you are using. Only use what you need!

**COST EFFECTIVE**
TRUSPREAD DSM helps to minimise material waste caused by adverse weather conditions. No waiting around and more efficient use of the workforce - greater productivity and reduced costs.

**ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY**
Large silo capacity means less deliveries, less environmental impact. Quieter silo mixers also reduces site noise compared to using traditional mixers.

**QUALITY ASSURED**
All Tarmac products are manufactured in the UK and certified under BES 6001 Responsible Sourcing. Our mortars are compliant to BS EN 998-2:2010 ensuring our customers receive unrivalled quality and technical expertise.

To find out more about our range of MORTARS and the best solution for your project call **03701 116 116**

TARMAC.COM